Topics for Term 2 will be as follows:

In all year levels first and foremost, we will be focussing on the General Capability of Literacy through Language. We will also incorporate Intercultural Understanding, Critical and Creative Thinking, Information and communication technology competence and Personal and Social competence.

Reception: Basic vocabulary, my family, colours, stories, numbers, La Fête des Mères, songs, games, dvds.

One: Continuation of AIM play, 'La Poule Maboule', and associated activities. Revision of basics and les fêtes. Preparation for French Assembly.

Two: Continuation of AIM play, 'La Poule Maboule', and associated activities. Revision of basics and les fêtes. Preparation for French Assembly.


Four: AIM play 'Le Chat et la Lune' and associated activities. Les vitraux (stained glass) and les fêtes. Preparation for French Assembly.


Six: Talking about Self /Correspondence with and filming for French Pen-pals. Preparation for French Assembly.

Seven: AIM play Le Garçon qui Joue des Tours (The Boy Who Plays Tricks), Continue oral testing. French Inventors and culture project. Preparation for French Assembly.